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The problem…

A large majority of Europeans engage with Online Social Networks (OSNs)

▪ 74% of users consider that they do not have sufficient control

▪ 70% are concerned with the way such data are handled by



End-users’ perspective

Source: http://insights.wired.com/profiles/blogs/mobile-privacy-lock-down?xg_source=activity#axzz3f5nXFUt9



Apps’ perspective

Source: http://insights.wired.com/profiles/blogs/mobile-privacy-lock-down?xg_source=activity#axzz3f5nXFUt9



❖ From Android 6 and up

❖ Users are informed on 
installation to allow/deny
permissions for specific 
information/services

❖ Problem 1: Why should an 
app use Microphone ?

❖ Problem 2: If denied the app 
won’t install

New permission settings



❖ Used in all services

❖ Complex language 
(legal text)

❖ Usually long texts

❖ No one actually 
reads them

Terms of agreement
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The Privacy Flag tools



➢ It allows users to get information 
on potential privacy risks from 
installed applications in their 
Android-powered mobile phones 
and tablets. 

➢ It informs users whether installed 
software is considered privacy 
friendly or not friendly based on 
the analysis conducted by the 
Privacy Flag back-end system. 

PF smartphone app



PF smartphone app

Step 1: Users open the app 
for the first time 

User is asked to classify the 9 
main Android permission 
categories, how threating 
each one is 



PF smartphone app

Step 2: shows a list of all installed applications 
based on the evaluation



PF smartphone app

Step 3: users can view more information for each 
application and provide their own evaluation



➢ A tool that allows users to get 
information about potential 
privacy risks when browsing 
throughout the Internet. 

• The add-on informs users 
whether a web site is 
considered safe or not based
– input gathered by technical 

enables 

– crowdsourcing data from end 
users. 

PF web browser add-on



The evaluation of the website is based on the top 20 threat matrix. 

• Does the website provide data encryption (SSL/TLS)?

• What information does the website/server directly learn about a user 
(using forms)?

• Which communication parties is data transferred to?

• Does the website use HTML cookies?

• Does the website use third party cookies?

• Does the website use HTML5 Web SQL database?

Implemented list of threats



Step 1: user browses 
through the internet

PF flag quickly shows the 
evaluation of the site

PF web browser add-on



Step 2: user opens the 
add-on to view more info

Current Evaluation

PF web browser add-on



Step 3: user provides his 
own evaluation

User submits his 
evaluation

PF web browser add-on



• The increasing availability and diversity of IoT enables 
everyone and everything to be connected to the Internet 
(e.g., sensors for energy saving, security, home automation, 
transportation, wellness, etc).

• The Privacy Flag IoT evaluation tool allows users and those 
affected to assess IoT deployments in terms of privacy based 
on the UPRAAM methodology. 

• Evaluation of IoT deployments is done by using only the crowd 
sourced UPRAAM evaluation with no automated tests.

• Privacy Flag IoT tool is available via Privacy Flag app. 

IoT Tool



IoT Tool



1. Open the IoT option via 
the PF mobile app

2. Add an IoT device on 
the map

3. Evaluate this device

IoT Tool (cont.)



End-user evaluation



PF Observatory

✓ Provides a holistic overview of the privacy and security 
situation on the Internet. 

✓ Visualizes empirical data in a clearly and understandable 
way, in numerical and graphical formats, showing the 
adoption of best practices and standards on the WWW, as 
well as identifying issues with obsolete, insecure, but still 
widely deployed, technologies. 

✓ Is of use to stakeholders, legislators, web developers, security 
researchers, scientists and enterprises, but primarily to 
European Citizens concerned about their digital data privacy.



PF Observatory



The Approach on Focus Groups

Focus Groups per tool
❖ Two categories

▪ Everyday users, which have little knowledge or are not concerned 
about how privacy and security technologies work (e.g. school 
teachers, students etc.)

▪ Expert users, which have some knowledge or are about how privacy 
and security technologies work (e.g. cyber security experts, academia 
personnel on cyber security etc.)

❖ Approximately 5 members per group

Every group was shown a presentation about the tools and 
Privacy Flag followed by a live demo

For the feedback a questionnaire was used, targeting a specific 
tool



The feedback from users

Positive on both tools

Major interest on the Android App from the every day users

The more experienced or expert users showed more interest on 
the Privacy Flag Observatory

Most changes regarded visual aspects (color, order etc.)

Both expert and non-expert groups were intrigued by these 
tools and wanted to learn more about them and their use



Conclusions

In nowadays users are getting more concerned about their online privacy

Τhere is still a gap between the concern and the knowledge of what affects 
their privacy and data security

Users are interested in tools that help them to figure out issues on the 
protection and security of their data

Most of the time, users are not concerned about privacy

Increased level of awareness results to increased concern on privacy and 
security aspects.



Thank you!




